Apply now
for a LEADS fellowship

LEADS Fellows will receive a $5000 stipend and additional financial support for a 3-day Data Science Bootcamp at Drexel University (early June 2019), an NDP site visit during the summer, and conference travel during the 2019/2020 academic year to share project outcomes. The deadline for applications is **FEBRUARY 15, 2019**.

**Who should apply?**

Applicants must be doctoral students at an institution with an ALA-accredited master’s degree program. Drexel University and the Metadata Research Center are dedicated to building a culturally diverse and pluralistic team of fellows.

**LEADS is a virtual fellowship program.** Students located near their selected site may have more on site interaction. Drexel University’s College of Computing and Informatics (CCI), the Metadata Research Center (MRC), and project partners invite doctoral students in any location to participate in the LIS Education and Data Science-4-the National Digital Platform (LEADS-4-NDP) program and become a LEADS Fellow.

**Learn more**

For more about the LEADS fellowship, projects at NDP sites, and the application process, visit [drexelcci.info/LEADS2019](http://drexelcci.info/LEADS2019)